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BothB(3Pu0) andB9(1P1u) surfaces contribute to resonance Raman scattering of iodine, and the
interference between these two channels leads to modulation of the intensity profile of overtone
progressions, as observed experimentally. The effect is simulated through mixed order semiclassical
molecular dynamics. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!02613-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonance Raman~RR! spectra of I2 in condensed me
dia, in solid rare gases,1,2 and in liquids,3–5 and in particular
in liquid Xe,4 and CCl4,

5 have recently been revisited wit
the aims of extracting dynamical information on ultrafa
time scales.2–8 The spectra contain long overtone progre
sions which do not decay monotonically. If properly inte
preted, the intensity profiles of the progressions can in p
ciple elucidate dynamics that proceeds on time scales sh
than those commonly accessible in direct time domain m
surements. A rigorous interpretation of such spectra requ
the analysis of the quantum many-body correlations that
fine the RR observable. Quite recently we introduced suc
method, namely, mixed order semiclassical molecular
namics, which allows the rigorous computation of time d
pendent quantum amplitudes of systems of la
dimensionality.8 While in the form introduced the method
accurate for relatively short times, its limit of accuracy f
exceeds the relevant time scale of RR scattering of,150 fs
in these systems. As a demonstration of the method, we
ready applied it to simulations of RR spectra in solid K
taking the singleB(3P0u) state into account. We noted the
that the deviations observed between simulation and exp
ment could not be reconciled with single surface dynam
Further, we noted that at the wavelengths of interest, th
are two Raman active surfaces present in I2 as illustrated in
Fig. 1. These are the boundB(3P0u

1) state and the repulsiv
B9(1P1u) state, both of which are dipole allowed transitio
from the ground,X(1Sg

1), state.9 Interference between
these two Raman scattering channels will occur and sho
be taken into account in spectral analyses. Here we show
this effect explains the experimentally observed non mo
tonic decay of intensities in the overtone progression of I2 in
solid Kr. A more extended analysis of experiments in bo
solids and liquids we reserve for a future publication.10

II. THEORY

The time dependent interpretation of RR spectra
volves a three-time correlation function.11 If we forgo the
linewidth information contained in the time correlation b
tween the excited state wave packet and the vibrational o
tones in the final ground state, it is possible to obtain
scattering intensities as
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I ~vn!5vn
ev(

k
e2bEkU E eivt^ck8~R,$r i%;t !u

3cn9~R!ck9~$r i%!&dtU2 ~1a!

5vn
3vU E eivtTr~rn~R8,R9,$r i ,r i9%;t !!dtU2 ~1b!

5vn
3vU E eivtCn~ t !dtU2 ~1c!

in which v is the excitation laser frequency,vn is the fre-
quency for scattering in thenth overtone, prime and doubl
prime indicate excited and ground electronic states,R is the
I2 coordinate, andr i represent solvent coordinates. In th
mixed order semiclassical treatment, the initial density m
trix on theX ground state

rn~R8,R9,$r i8 ,r i9%;0!5cn* ~R9!r0~$r i8 ,r i9%! ~2!

is propagated on the excited surface using propagator
initial value representation.12 The Van Vleck propagator,13

which corresponds to the stationary phase approximatio
second order, is used to propagate the extremely anharm
I2 coordinate in the excited state; while the zeroth ord
propagator is used for the solvent coordinates.8 Although the
many-body wave function is sampled and propagated
forgo the computationally intensive procedure of a seco
time correlation, the evolving amplitude is projected on t
vibrational eigenstates of I2(X), effectively assuming sepa
ration between solute and solvent coordinates in the fi
scattering state as emphasized in Eq.~1a!.

The two channel scattering we consider under the
sumption that there is no electronic coupling betweenB and
B9 surfaces. Accordingly, we independently propagate
initial density on both surfaces, and then carry out the co
lation where now in terms of the many-body wave packe

^ck8~R,$r i%;t !u5umBXu2^ck
B~R,$r i%;tu

1umB9Xu2^ck
B9~R,$r i%;t !u ~3!

and the known transition dipole moments ofB←X and
B9←X are used for the relative weight of each channel,
glecting their coordinate dependence.9 The details of the
simulations have already been discussed.8 We use the aniso-
tropic I2–Kr potentials for the ground state, while in th
excited state we use pairwise additive isotropic I–Kr int
577575/4/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5776 Letters to the Editor
actions with the Lennard-Jones parameters of Xe–Kr.14 The
I–I interactions in theX and B states are taken as Mors
functions, while for theB9 state we use the form suitable
short distances9

VB9~R!5
8.613107

R9.5

112580 ~ in units of cm21 and Å! ~4!

recognizing that the details of the potential atR.3.2 Å are
of no consequence; since, as already discussed, the bath
relation function decays neart5100 fs, prior to I2 reaching
these distances. The results to be reported are for a sim
tion cell containing 100 atoms, subject to periodic bound
conditions, and for an ensemble of 25 600 trajectories~a grid
of 1603160 inp,q space is sampled! propagated on each o
the electronic surfacesX, B, andB9.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the simulation for 488 nm excitation
I2 isolated in solid Kr, are compared with experiment in F
2 ~all intensities are normalized tov51!. After an initial
monotonic decay, the experimental intensity profile show
plateau betweenv510 and 20, with a slight dip nearv59.
This profile cannot be reproduced with single surface
namics, when considering theB state alone, as illustrated i
Fig. 2~a!. A nearly exact reproduction of the profile is ob

FIG. 1. Relevant energy diagram. RR scattering from two different ti
dependent packets to the same final state leads to interference.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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tained in the two-channel scattering, as illustrated in F
2~b!. To show the good agreement in profiles, in the co
parison of Fig. 2~b! we have introduced a 10% offset in th
ordinate. This shift could be interpreted as either uncerta
in the v51 scattering intensity, or the improper subtracti
of the incoherent fluorescence background present in
solid state spectra~for the raw spectra see Refs. 1 and 2!. The
nearly perfect agreement is somewhat fortuitous, since
simulations are carried out within the Condon approximat
of constant transition dipoles. The more significant resul
that the observed nonmonotonic decay profiles arise n
rally from interference due to two Raman scattering ch
nels.

In Fig. 3, we provide the RR scattering probabilitie
from individual channels, along with the two-channel resu
Despite the fact that at this wavelength the RR scatter
probability fromB9 alone is only;3% of that fromB, the
interference between the two channels produces a signifi
modulation of the overall signal. Atv51, the interference is
partially constructive, and the net scattering probability
higher than theB channel alone. The interference is destru
tive betweenv52 and v515, and remains constructiv
abovev515. Inspection of the correlation functions from
each of the channels to the same final scattering st
Cn(t), which is shown in Fig. 4, supports this picture. Whi

e

FIG. 2. Comparison between experiment and simulation. Top panel: si
surface simulations; bottom panel; two-surface simulations. Note the ch
in ordinate scale between the two panels.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5777Letters to the Editor
for the Rayleigh peak, forv50, the two-channel scattering i
necessarily constructive, already forv51 the interference is
only partially constructive. Forv59 where the most com
plete destructive interference occurs the correlations are
of phase, and nearv526 the correlations are in phase a
therefore the interference is constructive. Note, the contr
tion from each channel is weighted by its integrated abso
tion coefficient, 1:3.7 forB9:B, and therefore only partia
interference is possible@see Eq.~2!#. The squared Fourie
transform of the correlation yields the scattered intensity@see
Eq. ~1!#, accordingly, where the scattering probability fro
B9 alone is 3%, as much as 10% modulation of the ove
intensity through interference can occur.

The general features of this two-channel interference
predictable. In the case of low overtones, where the enve
of the packet has not yet spread in time~or space!, the inter-
ference conditions are derived mainly from the separa
between the repulsive walls of the two electronic surfa
~the Fourier transform acquires an additional beat due to
tuning DE/h, whereDE is the vertical separation betwee
the two potentials!. If the two surfaces are not exactly para
lel, then the interference pattern will depend on excitat
wavelength. It is only for these low lying overtones, whe
the phase velocity and spread of the wave packet are c
parable, that one expects the Raman intensity profile to
modulated rapidly, from one overtone to the next. In t
present example, from fully constructive atv50, the inter-
ference becomes destructive already atv52. In contrast, in
the case of higher overtones both separation between
faces and their curvatures determine the interference
terns, since now significant phase accumulates due to ev
ing dynamics. However, now the intensity would b
expected to be only slowly modulated, as in the range
tweenv59 and 30 in Fig. 2, since now the envelopes of t
correlation functions are significantly broader in time th
their internal phase structure~comparev51 to v526 in Fig.
4!. The small oscillations observed on the simulated pro
aroundv520 are not real. They are the result of statistic

FIG. 3. Simulations of RR intensities fromB andB9 channels individually,
and as a two-channel system.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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noise as verified by the fact that when a smaller ensembl
trajectories is considered this noise grows. Similarly, the
cillations observed in the experiment in this range, are
cribed to experimental error.

With the exception of the time dependent self-consist
field ~TDSCF! treatment of Jungwirth and Gerber,7 starting
with the work of Kono and Lin,6 up to the most recent liquid
phase treatments,5 analyses of the RR spectra of I2 in con-
densed media have relied on one-dimensional simulatio
on a single electronic surface, with a phenomenologi
wavelength dependent damping constant used to accoun
all couplings to the bath. We have discussed some of
pitfalls of such analyses.8 In particular, the decay of the
many-body correlations are neither exponential nor de
mined by excitation wavelengths, but rather a sensitive fu
tion of the assumed interaction potentials and their ass
ated early time many-body dynamics. On the time scale
the decay of the bath correlation of;100 fs in this case~see
Fig. 13 in Ref. 8!, no recursions of the packet evolving o
the B surface occur. Thus, none of the features in the
spectra can be attributed to interference between the ou
ing and incoming packets on theB surface. Moreover, the
nearly exact reproduction of the RR profile here, would i

FIG. 4. Correlation functions,Cv(t), for scattering into particular final
eigenstates of I2. Partial, destructive, and constructive interferences, are
lustrated forv51, v59, andv526, respectively.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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ply that nonadiabatic dynamics due to the various cross
of B with other electronic surfaces, and in particular betwe
B andB9, is negligible. The single surface TDSF calcul
tions are also in agreement with this conclusion.7 This aspect
was more directly demonstrated in time domain measu
ments in solid Kr.15 We had in the past speculated that t
structure in the RR spectra in solid rare gases may arise f
coupling to a local phonon and that the abrupt termination
intensities may signify a sudden curve crossing.2 With the
present interpretation of the structure in the overtone int
sity profile, and the time domain measurements in solid
we now know that those speculations were incorrect. T
structure naturally arises as a result of interference betw
the two active Raman scattering surfaces ofB andB9, and
the termination of the progression nearv520 is experimental
in origin, due to the very strong incoherent fluorescen
background that overtakes the RR signal.1,2

Ultrafast nonadiabatic dynamics on the time scale of
fs, and partial recursions on theB state, are offered to ex
plain the features of RR spectra in liquid CCl4 and liquid
Xe.4,5 These arguments are in part supported by recent si
lations of nonadiabatic dynamics in these systems.16,17While
indeed there are important differences between solid Kr
solid Xe,18 and solid vs liquid phases,19 the predissociation
dynamics on the sub-100 fs time scale, is less of an is
Yet, the interference effect considered here is present in
media, and should be carefully considered first, prior to
voking other explanations for the observed structure in
RR spectra.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The nonmonotonic decay of RR intensities in the ov
tone progression of I2 isolated in solid Kr can be nearl
exactly reproduced by consideration of the interference
tween two scattering channels, RR scattering fromB andB9
states. This analysis is made possible by the mixed o
semiclassical molecular dynamics simulations, which all
the calculation of many-body quantum time correlation fun
tions for the time scales of relevance.8 The analysis yields a
detailed description of the dynamics in this particular ca
for the first 100 fs. The subsequent dynamics out to;10 ps
has also been obtained through time domain measureme15

and a rather complete picture for this system now exists
solid Kr, predissociation of I2(B) occurs on the time scale o
;5 ps, and throughout this period the classical coherenc
the system is maintained. The latter aspect has been p
the more rigorous test of preparation with chirped puls
and it has been shown that the system retains memory o
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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coherence of the pump laser pulse for more than 15 vib
tional periods, until it decays through predissociation20

While there are important differences in dynamics of I2 in
liquids and in Xe, these differences are not expected to
significant on time scales,100 fs to effect RR profiles. A
careful analysis of interferences in the RR spectra of th
systems may, however, yield exquisitely detailed inform
tion about differential solvation of the repulsive walls ofB
andB9 potentials.
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